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IlITKODUCTIOH

Pure science is revolutionising human thought; applied
science should revolutionise human life.

People of the Twentieth

Century are at the beginning, not the end, of an epoch; our civilisa¬
tion must he well studied before any intelligent action can. be
taken.

Slashes of genius may penetrate everywhere, but the bulk

of the world’s works, both in research and in higher teaching, will
be done in universities — if they are what they ought to be.
what is the architect’s position there?

And

What is Ms task?

She architect tries to give these institutions and schools
all the surroundings they need.

It is, of course, not Important

to create a fashionable campus arcMtecture.

Architects have to

provide for scholars, for scientists, and for students a community
where they can follow their advanced study comfortably and where
they are able to enjoy it because of its setting; but, on the other
hand, architects should not put the accent on the environment at the
expense of academic work.
The origin of the old European universities — with a single
teacher attracting a few eager students, or with a group of teachers
attracting a largo number of them — led not to architectural uni¬
fication but to dispersal of teachers and learners into all parts
of a city*

It was not a campus, but a teacher that made the school.

In the new world of the Americas, and in the new world of the Twentieth
Century, universities are established by people who will never teach
in them end who will never study in them. This is a new departure.
The modern university, complete with campus, buildings, faculty, stu¬
dents, extra-curricula activities, and, of course, administration,
springs as a unit from the mind of a planner*
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the work of
that planner and to show hox# his work can create anew that complete¬
ness and integration that were possible at the feet of Plato or by
Aristotle*s side.
My first part reviews the means employed by architects of
the past to promote the ideal function of the scholarly community.
It discusses the formation of schools of higher learning in antiquity,
the development of universities from libraries and monasteries; it
shows the problems, educational and financial, of the early masters
ey«n.

with still a continuous advancement of Art and ScienceKin spite of
the lack of adequate physical surroundings.

Examples from all Euro¬

pean countries will explain the conditions of adapted common houses
until the first nalassi of the Renaissance in Italy and the develop¬
ment of the maison des lettret from its birth to the present time.
In the beginning of the university, as one will see, there
was no academic building.

Only at the end of the Fourteenth Century,

as in Prague for instance, houses were constructed and remodeled for
academic use. Houses in the narrow rows of a medieval town, or later,
square , sturdy edifices with one or more courtyards, rejiresented the

vlii

vmiversity of the Mi dale Ages.

Much later, in Italy, the form of the

■nnlasgi was the first step toward the development of the glorious edifices
of the "Alma Mater*', like Paris or Vienna, which housed library, classrooms,
and studies,

during the rapid development of Sciene© and Art in the Eight¬

eenth and nineteenth Centuries, the typical university was scattered all
over the booming town.
But in Fourteenth and Fifteenth Century England, inspired by
France, the homes of Science and Art were placed more freely, and separate
from busy centers, on sites and grounds endowed or bought for that purpose.
British colleges paved the way for the modern campuses on the American
continent.
My second part shews the emergence of the multiple-building
campus as a modern concept.

It was in America that the value of a community

far from jarring city traffic ms recognised.

Shis new form provided, for

our young fellows thirsty for knowledge, the possibility of studying

and

living in one place, and formed for the first time since the golden age of
Greece a cohesive intellectual community, now on a vastly larger scale.
5?hs Important insight, that "the only sure way known to history of produc¬
ing the greatest intellectual men is by bringing the strongest young men
into the closest possible contact with great masters,"

was fully realised

whan the first universities in Hew England were constructed, and, in a few
decades, developed as exemplars of university design throughout the world.
My third pert analyses the characteristic problems of the modern
multiple-building university campus and studies towards this solution.
Not* in the (Twentieth Century the wide and sunny universities
and their campuses promote close connections of teaching, research,

and living, representing the democratic progress of the nineteen
Hundred and Fifties.

What is a university?

vrhat is a university campus?

I

will try to define them before starting the treatise,
A

university

is an institution for the advance¬

ment of higher learning vjicre all kinds of study may he undertaken,
as its name implies, in a search for truth.

In England one lias a collec¬

tion of separate colleges; every college ha3 its own organization and
it3 ova edifice.

She University of London is not no composed.

In

Europe the university consists generally of a few important single
"buildings for teaching and research; with student lodging anywhere
about the town.

Some of the buildings were monasteries, some ancient

palaces, or the like, modified to meet their new requirements.

She

standard of the sciences will flourish or decline with tbs rhythm of
natural life and labours primarily for today and tomorrow, but often
looks beyond the present.
A good university

town

is a lay-out, in which the

many single "buildings ore in the best possible interrelation in order
to aid study - research - and good living conditions.

SMs university

community, as it is generally called, will fulfill this task the
better, the more these relations and connections fit the needs of
scholars and students,

*

Dr. Morison, in a lecture at She Iiico Institute, pointed
out the difficulties of getting information about the universities
in the Middle Agos; as he said, there is no complete history of

X

*3
Universities.

Nevertheless, I have tried to give, in this work,

a short survey of the architectural history of our universities,
comparing the past with the new aspects of %odernw designs of the
middle of the twentieth Century, in order to imagine what the univer¬
sity of the future sight he.

Brich/kothsKdor

(A. A.
Houston, SPesas
Hay 2, 1955
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Ss itcmrat nicht auf den Kaefig an
ol ein Vogel singen kann.11
(A Mr&*s singing does not depend on the cage.)

2

Bean West of Princeton}
Source from: Egbert, Sho Modern Princeton, p. 9?

3

She lecture "She Universities of the Middle Ages and
the Senaxssanco'* war, held in She Bice Institute on
April k and 5* X935*
Source from! Sica Inst, Pamphlet XXXII. p. 212
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When students in the Middle Ages first banded together into
loosely organised groups, they probably did not dream that the casual
lecture rooms or public places in which they met would within a feu
centuries be replaced by permanent buildings a3 the groupB involved
into permanent institutions* Without such “local habitation*' it is
difficult to sac how universities could have become, as they did,
separate and independent cities dedicated to Art, Science, end Culture
- communities of scholars.
Architects, who designed and built the first university
campus were, in a sense, working towards an idea which has never been
perfectly realised; the ideal of an academic community is one which
may combine and synthesise the arts and sciences in such a way that
tho life of men in the university community, and ultimately, the lives
of all men, may be improved by learning and reason.
However, before considering the position of the University
and its buildings in the Middle Ages and Renaissance one should look
at such institutions, facilities, and edifices as existed for higher
education in Antiquity, when the greatest centers of academic learning
were the libraries in ancient Egypt, Babylon, and Assyria. These
ancient libraries adorned the splendid civilisation of Babylon
and Assyria from the time of S argon of Akkad (3300 B,C.) to
*2.
that of Sar&anapolus in the Eighth Century before Christ*
Earlier,
in

g y p t , the temples and libraries served as museums where

learning and literary activities took place and where the highest
culture of the time found expression, She library of Basiases I
(Fourteenth Century 3*0.) showed the scope of its wumoso in the inscrlption which it bore above its gates*

*2

t:

the dispensary of the Soul”.

The Hussion of Alessandria, which was one of the world*s wonders* was
a great museum.

2t existed in the time of Ptolemaeus, 260 B.C., and

consisted of big halls for meeting and discussions* which were connec¬
ted by cloisters with others for sitting* writing cad dining*
The Arabic higher institution is the Medrissa. vMdi
is found in the early Middle Ages in Cordova and Toledo (both in Spain),
Syracuse, Bagdad and Damascus. These schools consisted of separate
“cells“* the lecture halls, which were located around a court* The
mosque said its neighborhood generally became the home of this early
*

I

school of higher learning.
In ancient Greece, wo still do not find organised
“university1* education* nor do we know of any public structures set
aside for study except the Gymnasia, which, in all Greek towns, were
centers of educational routine.

There were several of these in differ-

eat quarters of the city of Athens.

These Gymnasia could be used

only by the sufferance of the State, which had built them chiefly for
physical culture.

Two of the Gymnasia in Athens, the Ptolenasum and

Biogeneum, served as the centers of stirring intellectual inquiry, and
in such ffiptmasda a library seems often to have been included. Wo know
about the office of a gytnnaslorch. or curator of the hall, and there
must have existed some kind of lecture halls. She financing depended
on private endowments; and when the outer wall of such a Gymnasium fell

3

eij.

into ruins, the Rector of the day rebuilt it at Ms own expense.
Matriculation was held in the guild-hall and exams were taken in the
Senate House. Later, in the Fourth Century B.C., special buildings
were called Lyceums, where Aristotle (335 B.C.) taught near Illisus,
and where he iirobably possessed a house and a garden* Platons Academy
(388 B*0,) was in a shady little garden, close hy the sacred Eloxxsinian
Hoy* Theophrastus, who succeeded Aristotle in the Lyceum (322 B.C.),
had 2,000 pupils*

But the attractiveness, of Athens had declined

in consequence of the ravages, of war which swept over the land and
which did not spare schools and culture* The siege of Sulla, had laid
waste Plato’s groves and those of Epicurus*

These "raaison do lettres"

did not receive any favour from the early Roman Umpire*

But, later on,

thanks to the patronage of Hadrian, Athens raised its head again, and
with the Anthoninos began a system of endowments by the state (3.61 -

*6

180 A*B»)

Professors were then recognised and the "University1*

established as an institution which existed by law. Towards the end
of the TMrd Century, after anarchy end war had exhausted public finan¬
cial resources, "universities" had to be maintained locally by the city*
In the Fourth Century, under Constantine, many of the "universities”
enjoyed a brilliant period.

After the death of Julian (360? A.I).),

hands of vandals swarmed across the land and leveled house after house.
Thus it is quite natural that after the conquest by pagan barbarians,
the Athenian schools suffered, and the "universities” of Rome and
Berytus enjoyed more and more patronage.
He know that the "University of Athens" was not, at this

4

period, an organised institution; amV from the fact that on festival
occasions the mashers of the ‘'University of Athens" used the temples
and Senate House, one may infer that no regular "buildings wore assigned
for the use of the students.

Meh students from other cities seem to

have lived in special lodging houses in the company of their own watch¬
men and guardians*
In the Bighth and Kinth Centuries* the hi#.- and secondary
schools of monasteries, such as those in Sours* St. Gallon, Fulda,
Luttieh, Gluny, and Peris, case up as Scholae uublicae and attracted
many foreign students.

It was from those schools that the universities,

as we know them, developed, and not from the schools of antiquity.

A

few examples and descriptions, as far as they are available, demonstrate
the evolution of the university architecture from the architecture of
these monastery schools.

HISTORIC SURVEY OF SHE
HI SHE MIME AGES.

BUILDI1TGS

OF

SHE

SHmTOM

GBIIERALE

She tSwalfth and Hiirteenth-Centuries narked an advance in
the spirit as well as in the subjocta of learning*

Scholar® demanded

extension and ih'ansformfcion.
He saw in the first chapter that there had "been schools
since the dawn of civilisation,

uhfor tunately, one can learn little

about the routine of these ancient schools, for there arc fm descriptions and no actual plans, drawings, or pictures of the buildings in
which Instruction was given.

Very often, we do not even know where

they were situated.
'fhe first higher schools were located in monasteries, con¬
vents and cathedrals, and, the first universities, as we tom them,

j

originated in the Kiddle Ages and were recognized by the State and
patronized by the Church, which preserved science out of the week of
the Roman Hspire*

But then fToa the Swsifth Century on, the schools

reassembled and gave birth to an original organization;
m m educational system*

the University

It was housed in various private or relig¬

ious buildings until the late Fifteenth century, when actual univer¬
sity buildings wore constructed.

Hie university seldom had buildings

of Its own for the delivery of lectures or transaction of business.
Every master or bachelaurus had to find his own lecture rooms,

Lec¬

tures took place, for esiunple, in churches, schools and even in gardens*
flost of the sisters had hursaires, i.e. rooms for the students, who
9

also ate and lived with the master.

Ceremonies, like Baccalaureate

and Commencement, were held in the metropolitan church, in the arch-

6

Bishop f-s residence,

OP

in public 'buildings.

Greater comfort was

soon provided By "colleges11, which were associations of masters who
lived in cossaoa- houses, and received hoard, lodging and somstimes pay
from the landlords in return for reading and teaching the students in
one or another of their house®*
la Bologna* the school of students* and. in Peris* .the school
of Masters sprang up almost simultaneously in the twelfth Century to
serve the need of the time.

A condensed history of the ■universities

.aid their Buildings of the medieval and postmcdleval period effectively
shows th© development of the curriculum as well ns the Building paregram3 which were undertaken mid the academic Tiro cesses which were de¬
veloped*
Bologna, Italy* was given her first university Build¬
ing only in the late Renaissance*

Shu early foundation was established

*8
in rented rooms until its dissolution in 1225*

She nm Building,

with a remarl-aiBly fine court, was designed By *?erriBiglic,
edifice d$ now usedass a library,

Shis

Aft®? expansion in 1803, the

university was ostatolishad in the old Bal&zso Poggi which had Been

*10

Built in 157? toy Sitoalfii and Sriaohinl in Baroqtae architecture,
We find no record of a Building actually constructed for teaching pur¬
poses,
!Bio University of Padua was founded in 1222 By Bishop

Giordano j

m

nz

and extended By Btrocror Braderick II in 1238,.

It

remained a famous seat of learning throughout the Middle Aga-a, and the
Building which it occupied is called t!£l BoH,

In the very handsome

colonnades and th© court erected By Sansovino in 1552 are found numerous

names and armorial bearings of distinguished elves academici. which
are early examples of commemorative sculpture on buildings assigned
for ’university use.
The University of

Perugia

(See Fig. 1) was begun in

*13
I3O8 and established itself in 1320 in the Monastery of Olivetaus.

founded in

13^3»

was

a

large edifice built in

1^93» &n& was ex-

tended in 15^3 "by the addition of an early Renaissance court, a form
*15
almost everywhere at that time.
The additional remarhable botan¬
ical gardens, founded in

*16

15 7
^

>

northwest of La Sapienza are the

,

oldest ones' in Italy.

I

J

Plan of La Sapienza,
University of Pisa
(Fig. 2)

The University of

Pavia, founded I36I;

building was begun in

8

l4°0 and in at out 1770 was greatly extended by G. Pier erini to its

*18
present loosing structure.

(See Pig. 3)

Interesting are the

forms of the handsone quadrangles which are embellished v:ith memorial
tablets, busts, and monuments to celebrated professors and students.

Plan cf University
of Pavia

(Fig. 3)

G. B. Aleotti in 158? erected the University of

*10
r a r a.

P e r -

*20
It had been founded in 1391*

In this edifice is found

a court with Latin inscriptions, sarcophagi. and Romanesque sculptures.
In

Turin

the university was erected in 1713 from de-

■«r-

signs by Picca with a beautiful court in which marble statues cf the

*21
nineteenth Century were placed.

The university library, Plod lo¬

ti :eca Pasiangle, was founded in 1720.
Pron all these examples, cited above, it is tc be seen that
there were no original university designs in the Italy of the Middle
Ages.

The so-called university houses had very much in common with

the usual fora cf structures which were erected in that tine.

They

*22
are similar to the pals?,si,
the quadrant-blncl' plan.
monastery buildings.

built during the early Renaissance in

Early university houses also often resembled

9

The Renaissance period added fine facades as well as rich
decorations to the designs, as in Pavia and Turin for example.

In

addition almost ever;"where or.e finds the display of Botanical Gardens
in connection with the university.
Valladolid, Spain, acquired its University ‘building

*23
only in the Seventeenth Century.

The edifice is in heavy churri-

gueresque style, and the faqa.de is loaded with massive statues of the
sci ences.
The University of S a 1 a ir. a n c a, (see Pig. 4), founded
*24
about 1227 - 1230,
v.-as i .corporated in 123S with the University of
*25
Paler.cia, founded in 1208 - 9»
The university library has a. superb

*26
faqade which represents a triumph of the decorative and heraldic style.
The university itself has walls and ceilings of Fifteenth Century Gothic.
Carpiitero graduated from there in about 1415;

and in 1433 the schools

were moved here from the cloister Yirhere the first sessions had been
*27
held.
The patio has been modernized since that tine, but the aulas,
lecture rooms (including that of Louis, de Leon), the Far an inf 0 and the
Salon de Gradas are still to be found very much in their original state.
The fine staircase on the south side ascends to a gallery with an
arte sc,/, ado ceiling, (S'-P pia+e

I,

T"

S-7'

A salon called Sala del Claustrc served the university for an assen/bly
roon,

The chapel of Sar. C-eronimo was changed by the Bourbons, and

the Serninario or Colie-io of the Jesuits was erected in the Florentine
style.
L e r i d a

University was founded in 1300, but even at

the time of the early Roman Enroire a school or universitv of some
* *28
sort lad existed in this place.
This early school had had such
ioor facilities that Horace in one cf his "Solsties" had described
it as "S’ :ch. a disagreeable
+2Q
1

Borne •.•ere threatened tc be

*?0
The University of

B a. r c e 1

0

n a, founded 1450,

commenced from IC63 to 1273 an imposing "pile cf building" in a re-

*31
strained style.

The great hall, Paranirfo, is Moorish, with carved

doors which v.ere well designed.

three sides the edifice is sur¬

rounded by hotur.i cal warden
Zaragoza's university was founded in 1475.

(See Fig. 8)

Parts of the present buildings were begun in

15r?»

hut

were destroyed by the French "so that little of the original work now
*33

remains".

Plan, of "Universidad
S. M. Magdalena"
(Fig. 8)
*l4
'

„ •

Siguenza (founded 1489)

(car.on of Toledo).

v.ere held in a convent called San Antonio de Port ace li •

The studies

X

The University of Alcala was founded in 151"

*35

end Cardinal

Xinenes

.dowed 11 most magnif!contly, fer at one time it had 13 colleges

f'.r.d 3:

•rcl.es.

*36
Jr

Valencia
(Sec. Fig. 9)
courtyard.

(founded in 1500) a large university.

The Nineteenth Century building is enclosed in a Doric
The Cclegio :'e Patiarea was built letueen 1536 and

1010 by Antonio del Fey and has a dignified t- ,’o-storied structure
*v >

with a patio in Sja.nish-P.enaissance stole.

for a tine the location alternated between
Coimbra.

Lisbon

and

Since 154c the Coimbra University lias occu led
*40

the site of the old royal palace, highest poi nt of the p1 nteau.
Several cf the buildings, partly restored in the Fourteenth

.r.d

Eighteenth Centuries, surround r large quadra•ngle diversified v;
Icam.rc grounds (A).

There is a library (B) and an observe.tor

to the left cf the entrance.

To the ri^ht cf the r.rr.c er.trnr ce is

the Collegium (I) the residence of the rector , the lecture rncr:
■ colonnade Inn., as the Vh

(C)

Latina. (See Fig. 10)

and

12

Plan of the
of Co i.for a
10)

In France churches or ccnve..ts rave spc-ce to the early
schools of higher leariiing.

This diversity was composed of separate

departments and of the different nations, like England, Swede.., etc.,
vouch collected their students in national houses.

Each of these

corporations, ''r-,u the begir.nl. g, was very poor, established itself
first under the winy of one strong clerical personage or institution.
The places in which lectures were held varied from time to tine; and
the only hope of permanent or settled quarters seems to have been
the chance of an endowne/.t, which each of these independent schools
eagerly sought in order to hrve a, possibility to teach in their cvr
housc.

Until this could he realised, ' r- the Thirteenth and Fourteenth

Centuries, rc:...s were hir< ' and churches and co..vents were sor.etir.es
"borro wed from ti e ..-.asters - :.d their congregate
moeir separ- r

. -O.

O.

ti.1

universities, or

our.es

Even so, in spite of these phys’eal needs, sc" ol--rship was surg.ris
xv thorough a •" dialect ic null often superbly developed; and tr
this core of intellectual activity the unifier

r " -trsity war a., i. nti-

tution may "be said to have developed in France#
In Paris, an Rashdall points out, the earliest
record of a graduate of what we might call a university, was Jo¬
hannes do Celia, Abbot of St. Albans who would have become a master
*42
"not such later than A,!). H7QM*
Hence this may be said to be
the earliest record of what we now consider a "true university".

By

1329 in the narrow, tortuous and dirty thoroughfare Sue de Pouarre
we have the first knmm concentration of the Art Schools.

In the

early days outside the walls of the city of Paris there was a frec-

4-3

*

hold, Pre-aus-clerca« the only property belonging to the university.
Only in the middle of the Fourteenth Century faculties are typical
here in Paris - the different nations began to acquire houses for
tlieir own after they lived hard semesters in rented houses of the
bourgeois©.

But these different schools wore not nobly proportioned

buildings as were those constructed in the later Benaissance or Bar¬
oque cpoches; they were not subdivided into offices, classrooms, lab¬
oratories or reading-rooms,

ffiioir appearance was that of ramshackle

frame-houses, looking and always damp.

Bo heating system, no stove

provided the necessary warmth in the winter when sooty windows were/’
rimed with frost.

Zt was only in 1452 when school benches came into

existence and were introduced to the ambitious students.

Just

some straw, or no provision at all had been made before this date.
England was one of the early nations which obtained houses to go with
the art-schools in the Hue du Fouarre for their students.

Shis gave

the Parisian academic development the certain direction and distinc¬
tion which made Peris a center of high scholastic standing.

She

establishment of foreign colleges In European countries other than the

14

French ones developed in an entirely different way.

Under the earli¬

est Parisian College foundations one find3 the ’‘College des Dix huit"
or "Hotol-Dieu" (1180), “Saint Thomas de Lupara’1 (c. 1186), “Saint
Hicholas de !Lupara“, “The Good Children of S, Honorthe “College of
Constant!oneand others.

When, in 1257 Robert de Sorbon estab¬

lished for 16 students - four from each nation - the “House of Sorbonne“.

It was dosigned similar to an English eollege and to give

more space to the growing amount of scholars and students*

She splen-

#46
did foundation of the College of ITavarre in 1304

forme a similar

Xieriod in the history of I’renclx college buildings, as that of the
erection of the Hew College in the Oxford theater, which was perhaps
suggested by the Parisian prototype.

Finally in 1629 a building for

the university, called the Sorbonne, was erected by Cardinal Richelieu
and tram dedicated to the Theological faculty, which for the time being
solved the physical need of the French university in the Middle Ages. (Fig. 11-12
Charles I? established a University, which later became the
model university for central Europe, in the year 1348 at

Prague

and endowed it with a gift of the house of lasarus the Jew as its
seat.

Many such colleges were formed during the reigns of Charles 17

and Y/encoslas 17.

Uenceslns IV in 1383 gave an even more magnificent

#47
habitation, the medieval palace of the maststa monetamm Jan Rotlev,
conveniently situated in the center of the city.
university wae known as the Carolinum.

From that time the

Hero the members of the uni¬

versity not only lived but also had facilities — the common '‘auditor¬
ium universitatis — for holding all tiiose ceremonies which formerly
load been held in the archbishop’s residence.

She pre-university fora of the Carolinum consisted of a
row of houses which were gradually rebuilt into Botlev's monu¬
mental and palatial building.

She

Carolinua

is the oldest

known. university edifice which remains standing today, has much aes¬
thetic value, provides an excellent picture of a university building
and, by implication, of university life in the Middle Ages.
Plate III, Pig. 13-1^)

(S20

2he beautiful oriel, facing to the south, and

the southern rectangular hall, being one of the most beautiful rooms in
the Carol!nun is located beneath the Mg Aula: both are excellent examples
of early Fifteenth-Century style and craftsmanship.

(See Plate IV)

Her©

in Prague the first glass-windows to be used in universities were intro¬
duced; they were in the theological college.

Eashdall indicates this

fact in his Medieval Universitiesii, Vol. Ill, peg© hl6 and cites:
’•Xtera.animo Domini 1*H>3 .»» comparaiun eat vitrurn
per facultatea artium ad fenestraits unaa in lectorio
thoologorua collegli Carol!, no irnbrss et tempest
ates impediant raagistros in legendo et dispentondo..
si50
• • <D
*

fha Collegium Clemeatium is an extensive Mods of buildings
erected in the last half of the 17th century*

It comprises the Prague

University Library, the lecture rooms and the archiepis copal seminary.
ihidolph IV, der St if ter, in 1365 founded the second oldest

51
university in central Europe in

V i e a n a.

In the northeast of

tills important town, in the neighborhood of the ’,DoBinilranerM.osterM
(Monastery of the Dominicans) bis brother Albreeht III endowed the
52
early school with a small property which permitted expansion.
university consisted of a collegium, the aula, the library ahd the
hospital.

Around the property was situated the Eursen. the oldest

of which is called the Boaenburse.

It was cuickly followed by the

16

1.: licnourse. the 2i lesi eneur: c -nd the H»~ V’er.bvr'. o.

*53

Arts depart:..e;.t obtained a house between t; e ?redi, ~er'o;. ter and the
monastery Li iienfold.

Tn.eology ’.•as placed in the Singerstrasse a: d

in the Schul rstrasse, and Law was assigned tc a separate house in
*54
1363.
A site was bought opposite the conver t of Ecr.inic and there
the hirst university building of Vienna was "built "between 1421 and

*55

"’b?£h Kaiser Ferdinand II transferred the theology and ohiloso ,hv
departments to the Jesuits in 1622, end from tin t tine the university
"building end all the other houses of the Quartier Latin disappeared.

Plan cf the "Alte
Universitf't" in
7 i err. c.
/"v,- ...

16)

The

Heidelberg

University, or Ruperto-Carola,

the cradle of science in southern G-er.nny and, after Prague and
Vienna, the oldest of the German language region, was founded in
*56
1335 ty the Palsgrave Rupert I. The other institutions or faculties
are spread ever the snail romantic town on the lie char, but their
arch.i tecture cannot claim the sane excellent refutation as the science
wi.:ch develc ed there,

The aula was restored

:n 1846.

There existed

t".:e Cistercian. Collegium Jacctiticum erected by Hubert I in I3G?.
Conrad vor Geylhausen, the first chancellor of the Univerr.it", in
13U0 founded the Collegium Art:starvr.,. the first secular college,
which in I33I was endowed ty Count Supert II and established in tre

*50
confiscated houses of Jews.
Ti e Julius Maximi 1 ian University in

V ii r z b u r pi

* cn

designed by Ada: Krai
a trian. le clock with

Cc.itury would

IT

ree courts

icw:... i

.s

v-

e uiive:

Vuerttenberg ace;red a university by the foundation
one in

n u e

0 1 r . e n

1; 77 by Eberh: rd,

was

*6Z
lies©*

She a rrotssslsat seminary, was established in an
*63

did /uxgustiniaa jaoxu&tery (153&)*

fho Soma Catholic {ftfiihelm~

9tiftB, as abbey, occupies the old Oollaatei Ulu&tr**. founded in 1580
®6ft

for $Sie eons of the nobility*
Poland received its first tmivarslty in Cracow*
A Charier of O&giigir tbs Orest founded this vtnlvarsliy in 136ft*

#65

Shore the colleges of /«rt and I*sw, also teowa as the College of King
kadisl&ua, tsere provided for the matars* hat it appears that no
nonfomdationor Ms boon sds&ited to those colleges os a student*
only in th© course of the Fifteenth Century vas the housing tmjfclesa
*66

set % the provision of com slightly m&mm&

*67
1367*

Universities of P 6 fi © or S&ifl&rchen* founded in
Bull!*,

and Buds* founded in 13B3S^1395»

«6S v;

ws proSoMnmtly

located in the dutches &sda mforttmtvfeaiy, tie do not teen? the details
of their work*

Shis srr&ngemaut trcvalled also at the university
*70

of Presaburg, founded in 1465-7.

©to lull for the university of U p s a 1 a was Issued
*71
by Shstua IV in 14-57 on the petition of the erchblsl'iop of %&&&•
She earliest ^leetoslisa4* of this Scendlacsriaa university is a building
dating 1422-31, that is, before the foundation of the university, and
*572

was rebuilt in 1778*

fit© archhisliop daoah Utfsoon ms th© true

founder and therefore was closely connected with the cathedral, Where

the lectures sears held*
King Christian I of Berusmd: mde the request to establish
a university in Copenhagen* Shis institution ms erected
«73

as a studim generals ted founded in 1478 by the archbishop of bund*
Originally it was endowed with a few appropriations and remained poos*

*7&
mbit the refomd&tiea In. 1539 by Christina US

after tha

definitive triumph of Protestantis® la itomssste*
Itt Bugla&dj

0 z $ 0 r d

*

a practical organisation of

the schools of higher learning, “began by means of endowments- of
M

HaXl# and %o«se#{f called Colleges which me® for tho M&nteaaned

of scholars* wfel$i b&gst&er with Paris* were the model for ths X&ier
university bonding In tbs Halted States of Aaerica*
Sits teford schools- ware given the return and Xeg&tiao

075

ordinance in 1214*

*76

m& the Papal confirzaatlon status in 1254*

Mllllaia of l^hoheii started to tmlld two colleges in 1379* but had

*77
completed only the cloisters of the Sat? College in 1400*

*Bm

®70 aXvfic>5+
war&ea^s barn was finished in 144)2.

St is notable thai^olX the

eoXXego buildings at Csford ere built of atone* whereas l&ose at
Cambridge are built of hrlefe#

ibr the first tic® in the Matery of

miveraifcies* a site was selected which proved to “bo spacious enough
for sotting up m campus*

At no previous tine mid in no other tot®

had there boon adequate allowance for entenaioa*

Most of the coatls*.

mid universities* ouch as those in Prague, Paris* ifienaa and
Bologna, hod been housed in already codsbing huildinga which were
generally sifeted la the narrow street© of the medieval centers of
the cities and bourns*
She architectural pattern of the Irtish universities of
Oxford and Cambridge is rfig&ykabie in that those patterns ©how
dignity* beauty and piefureasuanega m well m the antiquity of
laditrldtjal buildings*

She oldest buildings in Oxford are:

St*

l-tsry*s* the university church with a very fine spire; the Christ

20

Church Chapel (1130) with a heautifxtf. late Gothic Her .e vault;
Merton; and St. John’s College.

The medieval "buildings of the

JTevr College (132'.) were forced ir. a lar.ee qur.br u£le.

It is inter¬

esting to ’./ate’: the ref • ctior. o* +'
*■ --»•
I«P<5oi n-rthe
*>*>aitiercnt
r-’^fpre +.
tne» inter,
or uses
re:

3 s s ih1

e an inn e &i at e i de '. t i f i ■

O >U

sections of tie buildinrs which

laa of ti e
olle^ium IToviun

(Hy. 19)

cation of the purpose for •./hici: each sect:'or. was intended,
heside the Chapel is built in the wanner cf a solar, but ,'t is diffi¬
cult to serve it from the bite'e.. below, which or.lv
hall by a lo.r, flight cf stairs.
roe nrnests er

fellows.

3crve tnis

Under

The following shctch. shows tl'.e l/-.:'

..

x.

_ -i”

the quarters, in the spr.ee between the main bui'liras and ir the east
wall of the cloisters.
Tie Bodleian Library, the Divinity School, All Souls College
(hi??), and the beautiful quadrangles and V e tower of Uayc.al .
(1*52) were ell erected in the Fifteenth Cc..tury, a period

Col •

f y eot

ch.

act'viin¬

d archi tecture.

Uy

dr criyinal idea was eat ended
: He into

Gothic Art.
:video..

In the early Sixteenth. Co:.twr y f ather exter.sio:. s

’. ere

Very fine exanles cf richness i.i detail are shown in the

21

Plan of the Quarters in the space between
the nain ‘buildings and the east -.'all of
the Cloisters.

GROUND FLOOR.

J

(Fig.

22)

FIRST FLOOR,
dl-nie -cV.CMpd

dute.- chapsl

B
D

Lane

Urciswav

O. U;o

Courtyard

lou rr-N/ari

A...warden’s ground-floor roor
now porter’s lodge
33... room with cellar

0 ... crntory

C.. .la.trir.e pit

B. ..? guest roora

■p,
XJ e .

C. ..latrine (upper

1-

1

• -U-: l>"*V;cxl

D.

Hall of Christ Church (1546).
in Orford, Corpus Christ'

Coopered with the earlier build ngs

(lfl6), Trinity and St. John (1555) end

Jesus College (1571) ore even richer in detail.
■ cobear Pena,rsai.ee
College

:er.r:

Elizabethan cxd

during the Seventeenth Century in Uadham

(1612), Queen’s, Pembroke (1624) and in St. Mary’s porch.

The

Eighteenth Century and Palladia:! styles produced the noble R&deliff
Library,

built by Gibbs,

Viren,

and,

ter College.

the Sheldcaian Theatre, by Christopher

after tronsfor. .ation of the Gloucester Hall,
Architecturally it is cf importance,

too,

the V,rcrcen¬

that in 1718

the decision, was made to fit "noderr." sash windows instead of the

*O^
Undoubtedly the firest euaxr.ole of the nineteenth. Cer.-
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tury is the "beautiful chapel for the r.retc.r Cell ere by Sir G’lbert
Scott,

ha-t or or. is the Keble College (1C.71), Eertford (137b); and

t’ ere ore also the St. Mary, St. ESznrnd and the rev: Irr Hall, v:ldck
hove all been dcor.ed to extinction or have bee
structures.

absorbed by other

The ov.Jority cf the newer college buildings, such rs

Merton, Christ Cure" , Belliol and the ITev: Xu no.--;.., are all desiyod
in a modern vers:or of the collegiate Goth:' c.
Cert-.'.:, buildings erected at Oxford, such as Enron rv el,
a. brick building conpleted in 163^, ' rue a sy.metrical system of
studies fitted into chrr.bers, vrh: ch r.iay be seen also n Ca.br' 'ye
*31
after 1610.
Every cha.uber Ins two additional private studies
for research n.nd uadi 3 tv rbed

The ycuuver cf t' e
-1

la d is

rc. ar-.t ‘ c. „

arc., coot sea.

Cambridge, which

:.ct.ne

FU

r.

Century received a ml .ration cf Oxford end rrririrr
first teachers and students lived in the "ho- ' -' . "
Just before the John. XXII's 3v.ll ho. 13
in the ordinary form cf a foundation o

, which is ■unloubto-’ly worded
* 3
o. studiw: gererale,
ve

find. the first of the housing fetmd&tieass, the Peterfcessse (128-4).
fliers is not stodh tliffereaes in s&gesranee hotwgan. feferd cad fesv*
fcrl%0*-

Gsatetdga followed sXayishXy its predecessor m& within its

oonstractiva sad Gocorativo poaai'Mlitios ^\re tha (Basg^si a value of
its ewo«
fho first of the feXXegea feimfed in iho middle of t&a S?OW»
taaath Century woo Peahrofes (134?)# tat today only SORSO of the Hf«
tesnth. Century Gothic fora is still to to saea (feteway)*

*85

la

modern Maes, that is the Seventeenth. fentnry, iho whole facade has
:

005

bean rsf&esd is Sfasr'i style {165 8^16$X)*
trinity Ball* founded in 1350 is <& wenferfhl OKsagd© of fins
fetMe styling* seas® windows ore fra© 1604 in a style which shows the
*0?
Bat^i lafluaacs «nm in the gable,
whereas the Corpus Christ!
feXXtga* foiled in 1352* is aa emsaple -of fee earlier Gothic Beyiiml*
It was built in ctoas I823~2f, is a fashion which loft infact an old,
very interesting eawsHi of the Into fourteenth Century# Slats m &zs£ij}t®
of decorats& Gothic of the sesa-doaostis side of sr<&iteeti*?$ in the
Sfourieeath Century has been jofoaemsd. She <$d@t secluded eoolessro
With the buttresses end pointed doors end windows ssske tMs college
feOTillo Collie $h© Rfete of Tirtus** (156?) and
*80
tt
feta of Hoama?# (cc '!$(&)
tihm that early KLisabstimn tm£& could

vw& attrastive.

*im el^sie?3l, mm in fora# Tory interesting is the arrangement of
tho sfcaMsa in the Perse and heggs buildings of the fearille and
Cains Oolleg©* (X6X8*X$0 showing a #eiM-cuXw©J,> that is a dhaobes?,
*09
♦,fhl^i served three or more students as a dormitory*
Sash seuM«
e®3.umM had ug? to three %usaeoiur.ittt saall <&d©et«34.lcs studies, where he

kept Ms “books and belongings, and did Ms reading and writing*

A

similar arrangement is to “be found also in the earliest English col-

*90
lege, in Morton.

Every study contrived in a corner had a small win¬

dow, a fact which explains the irregular fenestration of the medieval
college “buildings in England.
She monumental King’s College chapel, a Fifteenth Century
work, is an outstanding work of the Gothic style in its latest phase.
Excellent examples of carved woodwork in the screen (1531-35) and the
early “Sixteenth Century-glass« windov/s made tMs University Church
*91
one of the finest of its kind*
She Fellow’s Building “by J. Gihhs
in l?2k added, in a net-; spacious manner, the full Renaissance style
on the campus, and in this way followed the original idea of the
founder (Henry VI) to construct a superb school, which really was
nothing more or leas then a copy of the earlier Oxford.
Queen’s College is another great example of the brick-built
colleges (with stone windows, however).
Fifteenth Century.

It dates bad: to the late

Again there is a cloister court, and a gateway

creates an impression similar to that imparted by Corpus Christi.
Ehen there are buildings of the Jesus College (c. 1498) in a late
Perpendicular style with an excellent gateway, St. John’s College in
*92
early Sudor (1510-16)
with throe courts opening in direct succession
one from another, and Erinlty College with the great court (1519-39)
in Eudor style.

Other architectural forms are found in the Peterhouse

Chapel — early-Stuart Immature-Renaissance, (I633), the Clare House,
(1640-1715), the Emanuel Chapel, (1665-67), the Erinity College libra¬
ry,

(tho latter two both by Christopher Urea in full Renaissance)

provide, together with Gibbs’s Senate House (I719-3O), a fine contribu-

■5

tic:: of the architectural develop; .ert
t' e Eip- tee th and ITlr.etee: th Cent:

'

e «,v. r r. ope can _ us.
v\rt or additions cere

the old rcl ocIs in late Renalssr . ee stpl.es (175^-5.:)

rv

u.de to
iC.ltlOHS

eluded Christ College from 1766 to 17/1, t

he

extended Corpus C/risti College (1023-27), a
i
i ^ J. \
Classic Rev: v; .1 (1
37-^3).
f

uo p... tre . even ah Ccvrt

. o

•rp«i

.•a"' * » •

HITi;ij.„i-1.7

. lieev-.i
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Leonards’ College was endowed in 1513 with the p i

e

u..cr

and simple hospital which in 1522 was extended f or this re
pose.

The ch rch, on the north rf the court served

and was also a perish church.

Beyond was the "Stone

cc—Le.
TT* CH

co ^

pnrcha* el
a domes-

tic Lloci: containing the cozanon Inall and school; and the side o2 the
court wae tel:en up by the "chen.lers" whlcl
and vista across the garder.s„

. , i. • , 1
v i. - u-L

Otc-

v i ew
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In summary, one can say that the colleges in England and
Scotland consisted of one or more quadrangles, often called "quads"
or "quadrants".

She newer ones were open on one side to insure an

outlook and a movement of air.

She blocks never exceeded four floors,

including the ground floor, and generally had only three storeys.

A

gateway, often of monumental appearance, was part of the older princi¬
pal court and connected the quadrant with the street.

2ha hall usually

%/as on the opposite side of the coxirt, separated from the kitchen,
buttery, and pantries hy a through-passage leading into a second court
or into the extensive gardens.

Center and heart of the college was

the hall in which all the members assembled for lectures, for disputa¬
tions, and for commons.

Entrance was from the through-passage.

5he

Master * s lodging, a dwelling house, was often adjoined to the dais-end
of the halls.

Another side of the principal quadrant usually incorpor¬

ated the college chapel*

ffiie library was usually situated in an iso¬

lated place on a middle floor in order to prevent damp and moisture.
Shore were no classrooms or laboratories until the late Sixteenth Cen¬
tury, and no huge bureaucratic offices were needed until quite recently.
Only a small room for the bursar and the steward served as quarters
for the administrative work of the early university.

She rest of the

buildings were divided into chambers arranged in such a way that two
chambers were always on each floor, one on each side of the staircase.
An important principle was followed in constructing edifices one-room
deep, thus providing evei*y chamber with windows on opposite sides and
insuring plenty of sunlight.
room.

Swo to three students shared such a

Privacy %/as provided by small studies partitioned off from the

ends, and each lighted by at least a part of a window.

Provision was

Typi cal plan of
dcrnoection of
an E-iglish col¬
lege .
(Fig. 29)

1-:

made for recreation too.

Te.r. .s courts after the model of the royal

j e1!'. de paume at Peris and Ha;.; ton Court, and eve. swimming pools (in
*?7
were arranged in extensive
Emmanuel arid Clrist Coll ere in 1627)
meadows and gardens which soon thereafter were to become garde s and
parrs.
In the lay- out ?r.d cxrangement of the English colleges
can otscve

-.'JX'.'j

0110

of l he important principles which still obtain i

campus design a.d vrhi ch in the intervening ce. lories have been re
and developed ncccrdi.ng to new inventions and building techniques
basically the medieval1 quadra its guidi d and gave example to the f
colleger which were f unded in the United States of America,.
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Prom the given esarnies of the rise and character of the
European single 'building universities of the Middle Ages I pass to
the institutions of higher learning in the Hew World which have been
more or less directly influenced either by the Parisian, Salamanca,
or the Osford-Oaabridge model*

Their character shows distinctively

the origin of the foundation.

The first foundation on the American Continent was that of

*1
the Royal University of
missionaries.

Mexico » founded in 1552-

by Spanish

The original university of Mexico had no center and

tho different schools of medicine, architecture, law, otc. were
scattered throughout an ancient, crowded and ill-lceot section of the

*2
city, barrio unlvereitar&o,

These conditions totally unfit for the

common activities and relationships between an academic institution
ler/d to tho idea to have a new, most modern campus uniting all the
different branches and departments on the site of El Pedearol,

(This

design will be discussed at the end of this chapter,)
Through the efforts of the Dominicans in the same year (1551)
the University of San Marcos in Dima, was founded,

Similar

to Europe, all these early institutions functioned under the wing of
monks; hero in Peru in the convent of Santo Domingo, and later on,
for a tine, the faculty and student body was moved to the Plasuel da
la Inquisition, and finally, they were given a building of their own

(3-573)» after the Jesuits who occuniod this houseutla^ the Eighteenth
Century were expelled from the Spanish possessions.

This traditional

university structure is still In use and of great aisc, lmt has
little artistic merit.

Only the reception-hall of the faculty of

letters is beautiful* whilst one wi&g^ef the edifice gives tern©
to the mscum of Inesic antiquities.
In Vicoroyalty of the L& Plata is the location of the
University of Cordoba, recognised as such in 1622;

the col¬

lege of San Francisco Thuier wao founded In 1611 by the Jesuits
*6
hut neither occupied m odifico of ca?chitactural interest.
0no recognises that these early foundations on the central
and South Araericaa continent wore of Spanish, i,es. of Saloaaaca
origin and their location, namely their home, was not mm different
from their European predeceeeoro.
It is the united States of Aaorics wMeh chiefly engage®
the interest as they carried on not only the principles of "modern"
college design developed in Bngl&nd aid Scotland, hut extended to
a highly satisfactory stage the eosemnity of scholar© and students
in a university C®J3TJUS with multiple buildings, each of which ted
its mm function, as will ha described in the following chapter.
Those first foundations in ITew Baghmd were of the Oxford
and Cambridge nodal and were private organisations with limited
scope, Simple wooden or brick houses gave shelter to the first
groups which banded together to learn. Shesc early buildings stew,
m was usual in this epoch when craftsmanship vass at a highgoint,
a brilliance of proportions and the use of suitable and proper
materials.

Unfortunately this stylo aad natural dignity was not

always observed in the following time, Slowly, tho functional group¬
ing of the colleges developed, At first one finds only teaching

facilities in staple rooms with rough benches; but, later, when ths
school grew, the second necessity, after the erection of classrooms,
the housing of the students was considered.

Shis problem was solved

by the erection end establishing of dormitories.

She already wall

knotm and regularly used college Squads" and "yards,! from Jingland
were adapted, and it was the careful choice of sites as well as the
position of the buildings that established the first .American univer¬
sity campuses.
Harvard

College, founded in I636, is the oldest

college in ths United States.

She nucleus of the later Harvard

University is a property, one acre and one eighth on the "Cowyard
Rowe" in Hewetowne, Massachusetts, later to be called Cambridge,
plate VU, Fig 31}.

(See

Ho description of the Peynetree house, the first

building there, is left,

"It was taken down in 3,645, when the rres-

*9
ident's lodging was built on the same site."

Presumably it was a

wooden two eiory-aad-e^half,- stesp^raofed dwelling with a central
chimney*

Swo large rooms on either side of the front door, the kitchen

on the north, chambers on the side - this seemed to have been the
appear cnee of the first and oldest school building of the ITorth Amer¬
ican Continent.

When Mr, Harvard gave half of his property and his

library to the rising college, the "Old College" was described as a
very fair and comely one, having a spacious hall, a library and con-

*10
venient, comfortable studies.

Share was a dining hall with high

tables and silver for the fellows, but wooden benches for the students,
a vast college Ifitchen, butteries for "bever", great square chambers
with tiny boxlike studies let into the corners, allowing a little
privacy to every student.

She whole building was shaped like a thick

letter 2, having highly interesting floor plans.

(See Hate VIII,

Fig. 32-3*0 •
Massachusetts Hall, erected in 1718, is the oldest building
still standing here in Harvard, ' aud-. is used as a dormitory now.

It

was in 1639 when Harvard established the first imported University
Press, an institution which since the Honaiasance every European

*11
university had required.

Early Harvard introduced the requirements

that students 3houl& stay on caucus, learning, playing, fighting, pray-

*12
ing, eating, and drinking with their tutors.

Unfortunately, several

later American institutions and all the Continental ones lost sight of
the value of this system leaving it up to the student to shift for him¬
self in lodging or hoarding houses.
of

1638,

Fig.

3°

For comparison with the site plan

shows the present lay-out of the university.

William

and

M a r y

College at Williamsburg, Vir¬

ginia, which was founded 1693* did not develop into a university, hut
Its architecture is so remarkable that I will not fail to mention it

*13
in this treatise.

In Williamsburg one finds the oldest college

building still existing which was designed by Sir Christopher Wren.
*1*5The date of its completion was 1697.
When designing William and
Mary College, architect Wren had in mind to fora an entire square,
which was typical for that time.
Another early university is that of Vale in Hew Haven,
*15
Connecticut, which was founded in 1701 •
2?he first house erected for
this famous institution was'a wooden structure of three storys* situa¬
ted on the spot where Osborn Kill stands now.

It was opened in 1718

and had 22 studies with adjoining bedrooms for the students, a library,

*16
a dining hall, and a kitchen.

Connecticut Hall, ^South Middle*1,

had its inception in 1748 and is an impressive 'brick building with
*1?

tn

a cellar being the best edifice in the colony at that time.
X763 a chapel was erected, and then President Bwight (1795-131?)

directed the extension of the college sonare. He also continued
the bride row of houses leading to Berkeley Ball, ”Horth Kiddle”.
Dormitories were constructed after the erection of Connecticut Hall
as follows* Farnam (I869), Durfee (1370), lawresce (1884), Welch
(1821), Berkeley (1823), Vanderbilt (1893), White (1893), Pierson
(I896), Fayerweaiher (1902), Haughton (1909), and Wright (1912)

m

As- the reader will observe this was indeed a considerable building
program.

Sloans, Osborn, Phelps* and lasspson were used built for

lectures and act as classroom buildings* Besides tlu^aentioneif,
the Sheffield Scientific School had several buildings, and the Yale
School of Medicine includes laboratory buildings and a clinic.
*19
I5 r i a c e t 0 n University was founded in 1744*
Its
layout started with the Hassau Hail, a building of the classic trad*20

ition erected between 1754-56.

It is a three-story high edifice

in which ordered regularity, symmetry* and rigidly axial design
Customarily dominate the plan.

In the years 1802 and 1855 the hall

was completely destroyed by fir© and rebuilt in 1804, end I860 res¬
pectively# She dormitories include: West College (1836), Hour-ion
Hall (1870), Witherspoon Hall (X3?7), Edwards Ball (I860), Albert
Bod Hall (1890), B* Brown Hall (1891), the pya© buildings (I896),
Blair Hall (1897), which ia a masterpiece designed by Cone and
Stewardson in the Collegiate CotMc style.

*21

Stafford little Hall

(1899-02), Seventy-nine Hall (1904), Patton Hall (1906), McCoah Hall
(190?) ware the first edifices to be erected and specially designed

for preceptorial, i.e. small individual group instruction, which in
the following decades "became a more and more used discipline in modern
pedagogical training and, which, of course, has its reflection on

*22
architectural design#

Campbell Hall (1909)* Holder Hall (1910),

Hamilton Hall (1911), and Cuyler Hall (1912) were other donas to be
constructed in the early twentieth Century in Princeton#

!£he dining

hall (1915)» the Cleveland Memorial Sower (1912), the stadium (191*5-)
and gymnasium (1903), and the McCosh Infirmary are edifices showing
the constant graduate development of the rising university physical¬
ly, according to that of its education.

And because Princeton, like

Oxford and Cambridge, is a residential university, emerging to a new
oppression of higher educational training, the Collegiate Gothic in
this institute is in a large part the direct and conscious expression
of a distinct -philosophy in teaching.

She students live on the campus,

consisting of multiple houses assigned for generally only one function,
and not, as in most continental universities, scattered in private
lodgings throughout a great city#

Xn plan however, there are most

significant differences between the buildings of Princeton and its
prototypes at Oxford and Cambridge, which especially is shown in the
dormitories, where the Princeton student had a neater degree of
social freedom than his student fellow in England.

Shis difference ,

architecturally, is rather in the horizontal than in the vertical
dimension.

Site Collegiate Gothic permits much more free and more

organic planning than the Classic, symmetrical tradition and this
seems to be the reason why the Collegiate Gothic lias persisted at

*23
Princeton.

!Ms advantage appeals particularly to the modem

functional architecture, even though it lacks the "romantic*1 appeal

to nationalism inherent in that revival of Colonial architecture.
Prank Jloyd Wright, so modern ea architect, pointed out in saying
” 1 have called this feeling for the organic
character of form and treatment the Gothic
Spirit, for it war. more completely realised
in the forms of that architecture perhaps, than
*24
any other,"
Princeton University rejected first the homely word ''yard!.1,

*25
which was used always on the British Isle.

1774, this institu¬

tion gave "birth to the new expression campus, i.e. a. field, in con¬
nection with colleges and universities; one hy one the other American
colleges have followed suit, only Harvard refused and leant the

*26
traditional ’’yard0 expression.
She houses of Princeton university are set in a picturesque,
informal, park-like “Snglish Garden”, which doubtless encored the
hulldings of the Collegiate Gothic.

(See Plate IX, Pig,

36),

In

this development throughout more than two centuries great idayiag
fields were laid out, and numerous outdoor sports encouraged to
use the opportunities of training "body and character as wall.

She

Princeton Graduate College, "built overlooking the Golf Course
(which was considered the finest in the country and laid out in

*27
about 1900 ) was the first residential college in America de¬
voted to solely liberal studies*

It opened in 1913 with the Cleve-

*28
land Memorial Sower,
Columbia University was founded as King’s College

*29
in 1754 *

SMs campus design, by McKira, Mead & White, typical

for its classic arrangement, dating from the early part of the

36

fvontloth Century, covers the ground densely with a large number of
multiple storey edifices.

(See plate IX, fig. 35)

S3M> buildings

are more or loss isolated and Independent units but are brought into
relationship by means of a formal setting*

(See part III).

It is

fortunate that not all of the proposed schools and edifices have been
built.

She plan (See Plate X, Pig. 37)» executed in large scale,

groups the chief multiple storey buildings north of 116th Street and
forms them symmetrically around the central library (A). (0) is the
location of the proposed alumni hall, and (J) the chapel, whilst (I)
indicates the social and religious center.

Site dormitories (Q, -

Z),

dining halls, and the students’ building (CC) were separated from tbs
academic group and are south of 116th Street, grouped formally around
a central yard.

Ho provision for athletic training was provided within

this area.
She early Nineteenth Century introduced the first compre¬
hensive college plan in the United States.

She French architect

J. J. Jlamee designed an integrated, formal project for the Union
College in Schenectady, Hew York, which, in its setting reminds one
of the generous, palace-like designs of french royalty.

Only a part

of this plan was executed.
Thomas Jefferson designed the University of

Virginia,

Charlottesville, in about 101?, and it represents a marvellous example
i
of group planning. (See Plate X, Fig. 38) A climax through position
leads the eye to the library, the view of which is focused by the
convergence of the flanking buildings.

She effect being even more

increased by means of the neo-doric columns of the student residences
on both sides.

Architect 5, Hamlin describes the university as "a

superb general plan, closely organized, and expressing Jefferson's
theory of education*

She library forms the climax because of posi¬

tion (at the end of a court) and shape (circular and denied); it is
also placed higher than other buildings, She professor's houses,
while similar in general shape, differ in detail and give variety*
Close to them the student's rooms are placed behind connecting ar¬
cades 5 thus continuity is established. She lawn slopes gradually
ua?vtp^ard? the library with two banks to assist the rise* Behind
the professors' houses lie their gardens, surrounded by serpentine
brick trails one brick thick and the students * privies flank the
walks between them* fhe Usages are less continuous and less rich
in detail than the lawns; in this way the climax quality of the central
quality of the central area is screened.

Great trees on the lawns

give richness and shadow, and the green of vegetation composes well
with the red bride and white atone and wood trim* She whole forms
one of the most beautiful of American groups for any purpose, and
,*30

it contains Bony lessons for success in croup composition.
<2oU«*

SXAKPEBS Oj^mSPCffiAE? CAMPUS SESIOHSt

In this section are outstanding designs which have been
made and erected since about 1935* these universities show and
prove the trend which prevails in all countries of the world, to
create a multiple-building campuses, forming environments worthy
of scholars and students,

fhe faculty and the students desire to

live and learn in dose relationship to the university*, or the
academic ©roup# Many students will an^oy and attend extra evening

,loeture3t for instance, if they only have a few minutes walk from
their rooms in the residential section to the auditorium, hut they
might think twice before undertaking an extra ride form their down¬
town apartment, which might take 35 minutes or more.

'Bans these ar¬

rangements to assign places for all categories of the academic train¬
ing and their related needs for provisions - housing and feeding for
instance - emerged more and more*

How these problems have been

treated in the worlds* different nations and countries, including
the care for the academic need, for the climatic or topographic sit¬
uation, etc., will be shown in the following display of plans and
illustrations.

ISuroue;
In

Madrid, a university campus was started in 1923

which ms to gain a unity of

,!

1QS ©studies on mie se aproden los

*31
sabercs de los maestros y de los eacolarea".
gram of

l>a,

Bio building pro¬

Ciudad tfniversldaria de Madrid was to have been completed

in 1938; the campus is planned for 10,000 students*

But the Spanish

Civil War destroyed many of the newly erected building complexes:
the Medical Center, the School of Architecture, the Faculty of
liberal Arts.
out the design*

Since 1?46 reconstruction work was started to finish
Bie campus has' its solution in four major groups:

the Grupo Mayor, consisting of the administration, the auditorium
and the library; the Qruoo Medico, integrating the medical depart¬
ments of Pharmacy and estomatology, and the Clinic; the Gruoo de
Bellas Artes with the School of Architecture, Painting, Sculpture,

and Graphic arts; the last major group Is that of the Besidencias
and Collegies Hayores y Banorfces with a planned capacity of 2*500
students. She 'buildings on the campus of the University of Madrid
are ambered: (See Plate XI, Fig, 39)
1# Auditorium and Presidents Administration
2» School of Lav and liberal Arts
3. School of Science
4. School of Pharmacy
5. Medical School
6. School of Odontology
7* Clinical hospital
8. School of Architecture
9* House of Velasques
10. Engineering School of Mining
11. Engineering School of Agriculture
12. School of Uaval Engineering
13. Museum of America
14. Palace of Consejo de la lEspanidad
15. Administration
16. College
17. Athletic fields
18* 3otanic garden
19. Central heating plant
20. Observatory
21. College
22* College
23* Stadium
24. Swimming
25. Church**
26* S.B.U*
27. Faculty housing
28. Bridge
29 • Monument of Caudillo
30. Monument of Jose Antonio
31* Monument of Cardenal Cisneros
32* Fountain
33. Monument of Cajal**
34. Bntrance to Botanical Carden
35* Monument of Alfonso XIII**
36. Monument of Menendes and ’’elayo
37. palace-like guest house.

** not erected or started for construction (Spring 1955)

She new extended University campus of Home, (See Fig,

41-42, Plate XI I) was designed by architect Mar cello Piacentini*
She present lay-out of the dtta universltaria (Sec Fig, 40a) was
an eaperiment to relate as mueh as possible departments to on® unit.
But it still does not include the departments of engineering, archi¬
tecture, business administration and economics, not to forget, the
old Sapiens® with its remarkable 162 x 243 feet block edifice (See
Fig. 40b).

t'hc

heart of the new design was

a) the Institute of Public Health along the Visle dell® Regina, with
2 odoBiological elinie
8 anatomical institute
9 cancer institute, and
b) the Polyclinic, which consisted of j
3
4
5
6
7
16
17

institute of general patalogy, and anatomical patalogy
clinic for contageotts diseases
radiological institute
clinic for tropical diseases
institute of malaria
medical clinic (intern?)
administration.

Although this is a complete school of medicine, it acts under the
wing of the university.

In 1935, the medical campus (Plate XII,

Fig. 40a) was extended across the Via dell1 TMversitd, and the
site between Viole della Regina and Viale dello Science, the net/
formal, urban campus design housed most of the departments and
schools, which before were scattered throughout the Holy Sown.
Following is the key to Fig. 42, the now part of the campus j
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

entrance
administration, library, and auditorium
school of law and political science
liberal arts
institute of mineralogy, pallentology, geology.
school of mathematics
Institute of physics
insti latte of chemistry
institute of hygiene and bacteriology

la
10. clinic for ortope&ia and traumatology
11. institute of istiology, general physiology, anthro¬
pology and experimental psychology
12*
institute of botany and pharmaceutical chemistry
13.
university club
lh. central heating plant
15. student union
16. faculty dub
17. monument
18. neuropsychi&tr 1 cal clinic
19*
institute of legal medicine
20. physiology, chemical physiology and pharmacology
21. botanical garden and hothouse
She whole university campus comprises now a irapesoi&al site of

1290 x 3600 feet and harmonises with the character of the city.
Architect Pi&centini composed the site with a highly urbanistie
feeling, which developed out of the antique theme and gave birth
to a typical Italian composition of several formally arranged edi¬
fices enclosing ndaggti.

Korth-Amer1ca

,

Brahe

University in Bes Moines, Iowa,

(See Plate XIII, Fig.

*0) faces a problem typical of many present university campuses expansion.

Collogs attendance, reported by the U, S. Office of

Bducatiox*, increases more and more, and Brake is a typical and
very good example of how this increase of enrollment can be net.
Architect Saarinen developed a clockwise rebuilding program, which
in its final form will meet the requirements of the university.
By means of rotation the center of gravity will already be shifted
after the erection of the first group,

She design resembles the

creation of city squares, built one after the other, until the
oldest buildings are "absorbed as an incident in a larger community."
* 3^

She University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor (See
Plate XIV* Pig. 45) anticipated the problem of the prospective
enrollment of 25,000 students in i960 by a complete move from the
old campus to a now plot beyond the river Huron.

Other problems

of the university administration were: "the taking of residential
property from the tan rolls, the overloading of public utilities}
the increasing of parking problem within the city} the incurring of
the animosity of residents in talcing over their homos",

*35

Eero

Saarinen & Associates were appointed in 1951 to prepare the new form
and character of the new carauus, which should take care of future
*36

development.:: Ehe sits is endosed by ridges in the east and
west leaving for the university a fairly steep valley, which because
of its topographic character trill create many beautiful accents.
school is planned for an 12,000 student enrollment.

She

Saarinen dairaf:r

for Ms "necklace plan" that this type of design will work perfectly
even when the dimension of time is added.

Eh© traditional way of

building on or along one axis with the completion of a formal arrange¬
ment after say, 20 years, trill not work anymore because within that
time, in all probability, the situation trill have changed completely.
"It (the campus plan) should grow like a baby, in all directions,

*37

outward", explains Saarinen. She parking ratio was stretched
to kOfs on tite new plan, as already every fourth person arrives at
the university by Ms own transportation.

The structures will have

a three-story height limitation, wMch will avoid the problems of
concentrated use of vertical transportation within the edifices and
the Mgh building cost of elevators.

Frank Lloyd Wright* s
College was "begun in

1938

Florida

Southern

and is a small school, scaled down to

human size, which has its distinct personal character,
XIII, Fig,

4h)

(Seo Plats

Administration (5), theatre (8), and the library

between those two, greet the visitor first.

Seminars (3) and

studios are placed left and right from the entrance, whilst the houses
for music (10), science (?, 11), manual training and domestic
science (6) frame the campus and give the whole community privacy,
which by its exotic out-door character compares beautifully with

*30
the landscape of Florida*

Central America

One of the most modern and greatest university campuses
in the world is that of the Ciudad
do

ttaiversitaria

Mexico, which started construction in 1950 after the

acceptance of the designs of Mario Pan! and Enrique del Moral, di¬
rectors for site planning.

(See Plate XV, XVI, and XVII)

The

vast.campus for 3°,000 students consists of four major groups;

the

academic campus, the sport fields, the Olympic stadium, and the
future housing area.

The site is bisected by a freeway, the Avenida

Xnsurgenies, leading from the center of the city to Acapulco*

The

circulation between the four zones, as well as from the highway, is
provided by means of roads circling both the zones themselves and
the whole academic community.

The academic group ha3 its quality

in the highly and spaciously organised succession of spaces, accents,
and edifices, which are asymmetrical and non-axial, but effectively

related in an orderly pattern.

She

13-story

Science tower balances

and corresponds to the administration and library buildings of 14stories,

The 1,000-foot-long facade of the humanities is a wonder¬

ful stroke of genius, giving the whole setting direction and propor¬
tion.

In tMs indigenous design of their new campus,, the Mexicans

have taken full advantage of the beautiful landscape, which is dom¬
inated by rough-textured lava rode from the nearby volcanos.

It

was idle use of this material which formed a marriage of landscape
and architecture dedicated to Art and Science.

And then the com¬

pletely new techniques of integration of painting and sculpture with
architecture, presenting abstractions of Indian symbols, and histor-

*39
ical themes, (library) add magnificently to the brilliant lay-out.
Key to Plate XVI * Pig. 46, representing the general plan of C. II. de
Mexico:
1.
2.
3.
4>
5.
6.

administration
auditorium
library
art museum and superior institute of plastic art
central club
shops

7* faculty of philosophy
8. institutes of humanities
9. School of law
9a Social and political science
10. School of Economy
11. School of Commerce
12. Facility of Science
13« Institutes of: Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Geo¬
physics. Geography, Coordinator of Science
14>
laboratories of Unclear Physics
15. Cosmic Bays
16. Institute of Geology
17. School of Chemistry
IS. School of Engineering
19. School of Architecture
20. School of Medicine
21. School of Odontology
22. School of Veterinary Medicine

23*
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31*
32.
33*
34.
35*
36.
37.
38.
39.
40*
41.
42.
43.
44.
45*

Institute of Biology
Olympic Stadium, 110,000 spectators
Stadium, training, 4,000 spectators
Football and socker fields
Softball
Basketball court
tennis-court
Bas eball-.field
Swian&ng pool
Stressing rooms, Bale
Dressing rooms, female
Service
Front courts, closed
Dormitories, male students
Dormitories, female students
Dormitories, foreign students
Student Union
Recreation center for faculty
Apartment house for faculty
Church
general services
Bus stop
Streetcar terminal

Another wonderful example of a modem multiple-building
university campus, this time oa4'& small scale, is the University of
Panama,

Shis institute is often called an

w

Acropolisn because

of its location on and at the foot of a hill, designed by Bermundes,
Be Rous & Monies Guardia before 1950*

(Bee Plate 3C7III)

She library,

dominating the whole region on ton of a ridge, occupies a prominent
*40
position and is Mthe rallying point for other structures.11
She
aesthetic advantage of this location has a disadvantage in the steep
open stairway which the students have to climb to get their books
from the library.

She architecture is striking with its large egg-

crate motifs of brlsea-aoleil. which were placed on the Humanities
building.

All edifices are connected by means of concrete ribboa-

csnppios running all the way up sad down the campus.

South America?

Ihs Centro bniversitsrio da Bio d e Janeiro,
(See Plate XIX, Fis* 53-54} reminds one much of that of Madrid
{Plate XI), Architect Pi&eenbini and Ballio designed the project,
which leads to the two asces of the principal entrance street lead¬
ing to the administration buildings.

3*he site has 2 million Sossar©

meters, tMeh is excessive for the current need, hut it can* imd&r
these circumstances, mest all the future expansions and develop¬
ments, SfeB magnificent park di Bellavista certainly establishes a
major ornament to the marvellous unit of the colleges together
with the athletic fields dominated by the Olympic Stadium.
sisting of five large groups the edifices are subdivided Int

Con¬
ad¬

ministration; the Faculties of liberal Arts, haw and Philosophy;
the Polyclinic; the Polytechnic; the Fine Arts; and the Athletic
Center*

In detail, the key to Plate XIX, general plan, is;

1, esplanade
Z. dub of students and faculty
3* main entrance and museum
4, administration ef philosophy, science and liberal arte
5# mathematical science, natural science
6. physical science end botany
7, botanical garden and zoology
’ Sir university college
<?• faculty of law
10, faculty of social sdenco
11, min administration, auditorium, library
12* Faculty of medicine
13*
eleetror&diologicaX institute
14, ‘Public school of health
15* Odontology
16. Pharmacology
17* institute of biotlcs
18, mortuary and chapel
19* home for alien
20* special clinics

.
.

21
22

23.
24#

25.

26*

.

27.

28

29.

30.

.
34.
31

32.
33*

35.
3 <$.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

42*

.

43

45.
4<$.
47.

General hospital
Infirmary and auxiliary school
faculty,of education
School of Fine Arts
theater for training
School of music
School of architecture
School of engineering, chemical and electro
Metallurgical institute, testing station
space for disposition
Olympic Stadium
Institute of physical training
School of physical training
club
skating field
basket-hall

stadium
pool
tennis com* to
wrestling ring
picadeiro
estrebario
side entrance
residence
residence of the president
u&teh-tower
observatory

Inauguration of the University City in
Venezuela, was on December 2,

1953*

Caracas ,

Architect Carlos Haul Villamara

established three essential elements;

1) around the main court - the museum, the belfry, the
faculty center, and the administration building;
2) the student cultural center, with its covered court,
the campus, the reception hall, and the main avtditoriuia

3) the library, which communicates directly with the
lecture halls, the classrooms, and a small concert hall
The approaches, one for the pttblic and one, from the university prop¬
erty, for the student residences,
variety of materials;

lach of these elements uses a huge

concrete, glass, mosaic, bronze, stone, wood.

The whole plan was designed, as in a musical composition, in parts

or "movements'1, as the architect called Ms fine vork.

As in the

Acropolis of Athens the visitor is led through each ‘’movement,”
and from each ’’movement*' to the next by the inevitable logic of
the academic composition.

ilotes to Part II

X.

Velle-Arispe, La Seal y Pontlficia Universidatl do Mexico.
Arquitectura Mexico 36, Dicienbre 1951, p.33

2. Bscorbedo, Los edificios do la Antigua Universidad.
Arquitoctura Mexico 39* sept 1952, p. 201
3. Moriaoa, She foundation of Harvard. p, 356
4. Ibid.
5* Cossinelli-Saatillcua, Ltoa, the Historical Canltol of
Southmaerica. p.
6.

Morison, She foundation of Harvard, p. 353

7*

Haalin, Boras and functions of the 20th century architecture.
vol.
, p.

8. Morison, Sfte found, o£ Harvard, p, 358
9* IMA** PP* 205-206
10*

Morison, She universities of the Middle Ayes and Renaissance.
Hies Inst. Paaphlet XXIII. p. 253

11. Mori son, She pniv« of the M.A. and Ren.. Rice Inst. Paraph. XXIII,
p. 255
12. Ibid.. p. 253
13*

Slander, Coligyo Architecture in America, p, 3

14. ibid.
15#

Baxter, History of education la the United States, p. 237

16. Ibid.. p. 240
1?* ibid.. p. 2^3
18. She new international encyclopedias, under Yale University
19, Morison, She univ. of the UK, and Ren.. Hies Inst. Pasiph. XXIII
p. 262
20

Egbert, She modern Princeton. p« 96
She new international encyclopediae, under Princeton university

22. Fgbert, She Modern Princeton » p. 101
23. Ibid., p. 96

24. Ibid.
25*

Matthews, Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts.

26#

Horison, She Foundation of Harvard, p* 230

27. Sgbert, ffhe Modern Princeton. p, 112
28. Ibid.. p. 119
29*

Dexter, Histoi’y of Education in the United States, p, 253

30,

Hamlin, Forms and functions of the 20th Century Architecture.
vol. 2, p, 554

31»

I*a arctuitoctura da la Ciudad TJniversitat^ia de Madrid.

32. Campania!, Bocumenti Architectura. Seuole, i/2/8, pp. 149, 130,
33. Carbonera, Edifici per 1*intrusion©, p. 210.
34*

Saarinen, A University Caroms Plan under V/ay. Architectural
Record, Dec. 1947, pp. 71-73»

35. At the University of Michigan, an ansvrer to expansion.
Architectural Forum, June 1953, pp» 118-122.
36. Ibid., P, 120
37. Ibid., p. 122
38. She numbers in parentheses on the plan indicate* the order of
construction of the buildings, fhe chapel was completed in
1941, the library in 1942; three seminars in 1943; the water
dome in 1948; the administration building in 1949; the
industrial arts and home economics building in 1952. (Archi¬
tectural Forum, Sept. 1952, p. 123)
39. Informations received from conference with Arch. Pani on
study tour to Mexico, January 1955*
40. Panama University. Architectural Forum, Sept. 1951, p. 162
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fthat does ’’modern university planning” mean? V/hafc
basic preparations and considerations, what conclusions, does it
demand from the finance committee, the faculty, the students, and
the architects?

It requires the hast from each of them.

It re¬

quires general cooperation between them all, each in his respective
field, the student as well as the professor, to promote the finest
surroundings for educating the young. Such cooperation has made
possible the great present advancement in campus architecture, ’’The
college must choose its architect the came way it chooses itsydeans
or faculty members” says Bar old Taylor, president. of Lawrence
*1
College.

Tine specific problems in planning the campus and school
can be understood only if many eyes study them from many positions.
Problems to be considered are:
(1) the curriculum affecting the organisation and lay-out
of the university
(2) structures, a projection of the functional relations of
the university.
(3) maintenance
(4) university administration
(5) finance, and
(6) environmental controls.
The composite of the different members of the building
committee - the architect, the faculty, and the students - should

work together to form the ideal university*

Sheir conferences

establish the basis of the architecture! design.

(See next page)*

Certain design criteria must be considered?
cisats for teaching, living, sating, and studying*

the require-

She faculty,

together with the government or private donors, smst decide the
curriculum and the size of the student body*
9?he next step is consulting the architect and his assoc¬
iates for the architectural layout and for the design of the physical
solution of the necessary requirements*

In the middle of ties

twentieth Century, functional planning is the only answer to that
problem.

Shis is necessary, but not the entire solution of the

project*

She ideal university campus is an expression, both func¬

tional end beautiful, of the life of the students and faculty using
it, and of the community providing it*

Ihe term functional is used

to mean a dose relation of relative objects, such as classrooms and
laboratories, serving with maximum efficiency as a whole unit.

The

term beautiful is used to mean the expression of those relations and
inter-relations by means of architecture, considering topographic
situation, the landscape and aesthetics, the construction, and best
use of materials#

furthermore the ‘university, being a symbol of

coBffimnity achievement and the source of inspiration as well as of
academic work, must blend into the community environment*

$HB K10BLEM3 OF UP.BA1T VS. COUHfcfiYSIXE GAUPUS

Where should such a campus be constructed?

Within the

‘borders of a huge city or town* dose to business centers,
squeezed in ‘between multi-storied city ‘blocks?

Or should it be

cut on the plains, in the beautiful rolling country-side?

Yhomas

Jefferson, expressing the American and the romantic belief, gave
this answers
"♦..the country, not the city, is the best
°2
place for education of the future citizens..."
Of course he is correct.

Youths should be in a fresh, rich

atmosphere, in green surroundings, while training for their
future tasks in state and nation,

frits Schumacher, the German

architect, says of the physical future of the Hamburg University*
“line akadeaischo Stadt kuna such susserhalij
des Eentruns Xiegen, sie 1st eiae abgescblessene
Statte, die sich gaas ohne ausseren Zwang uus
ihrea eigenen Bedurfaissea aeuseitlich entwiciceln
kaan." *3

These parallel opinions favor the out-of-town university.
She advantage of such a location is a quiet, undisturbed place
of study in a healthy environment; its desirable spaciousness and
utmost flexibility will allot; future expansion.

Spaciousness

provides also a better interrelation of the academic faculties
and departments and the establishing of laboratory and research
workshops and testing-stations within easy reach of classroom edu¬
cation; thus spaciousness architecturally solves the basic function
of a university*

to teach aM to do research.

taking all these aspects into consideration the imiversity
campus should be designed and constructed at a convenient distance
from the business and cultural center of a town.

(Seo fig. $6)

The

generous campus is neesssary to meet all the requirements modem
school planning demands*
Space - Slesihility - and Natural light.
With the tremendous recent developments in science and
engineering,

the university is in special and further need of

these provisions.

She British and Erench idea of a college has

Been adapted more and more to graduate education to form a close
relation of student and faculty.

Students should not only come to

the institute of their choice to attend classes$ they must live
tlisro, they must eat and sleep and meet their fellow students of
different departments on recreation fields and in lounges for the
exchange of ideas and interests.

A university campus ou$vfc to he

a city in itself* independent in its purpose and need, and should
provide everything for the individual who Is studying or teaching
there.

What provisions are needed?

CiSBGCmBS 01? $HS AROHIEhCfUBAL HiOGRftM.

5?hase categories are highly complex functions and should
include appropriate equipment for all members of the university
hody.

55ioy have to deal with providing the following*

56

1)

TEACHING

o^S

HOUSING

3)

FEEDING

*0

SPORTS

5)

RECREATION

6)

AEMINISTRATI Oil

£?S

8)

Each of these seven elements has tc be considered properly ar.d
will vary from one place to the other according to the type of
school it is, that is, whether it is for

Male

1)

or

2)

Female

framing,

0 o
or is

3)

Co-educational

The layout of a

campus will also he affected when
h)

Residential Sections

are tc he provided or if only
5)

Instructional buildings

\
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are to "be "built, and all students cone to 3chool,
Figure 5? chows the sgstc ;atic grouping a .d relation of the laair.
four r. magus gratis as an analytical diagr £i; its fori
univers! ij.

The groups are:

1)

GENERAL SERVICE; seni-eublic

2)

UhlVER.SITY; ucadeuic center

3)

RESIDENCES

4) RECRUIT 101!
Fig. 57

AUDII0RIUM,

lECioro'ym...

the entire

What other plan character1sti cs have to he considered?

Which trays

have to he followed in organising a good university campus?
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She objective of tiie building jpQ&tfm is threefold;

1)

it involves:

tits collection, aageshly, and analysis of factual
data pertinent to the site and the surrounding dis¬
tricts, Aether residential, industrial or agricultxual* Provision should he made that no factories
or other undesirable structures or edifices should
come into the neighborhood, to prevent a deteriora¬
tion of the value of the institutes

2)

the application of such data in general terse
of traffic and circulation within and adjoining
the site; finally,

3)

a translation of the programmed instructional
spaces into terms of architectural form - keynoting flexibility and functional relationship
in the light of the philosophy which has already
been outlined*

la addition, ease of conservation

of the spirit, utilisation of the facilities and
expansion of the university should he anticipated.
'Phose objectives determine the spirit and the atmosphere of the
educational training and of the research done in the institution,
which should have its corresponding physical setting*

SITE mrmmmvs VMSS

In dosigaiag the preliminary plsa3 for c&rous
development, one must consider the following!
1) the traffic pattern in general,

2) vehicular access,

3) parking areas,
4) pedestrian circulation,
5) a general orientation study of weather, 'Binds, and
climate,

6)

general building types,

7) topographical studios,
8) athletic fields,
9) ’building locations determined on the- site, and
10)

prepara

After completion of the campus relations, further investigation is
necessary in the

scope and function of the e d u c a

tional program with Careful research on and study ofs

1) student enrollment (past, present, future)
2) curriculua and methods of instruction (including
anticipated Ones)
3) specialised courses (laboratories for physics,
technology, botany, etc*)
4) physical educational prograa

5) student activities with social life
6) use to he made of buildings and site facilities hy
the different departments, and

1culture

60
7) the use to ba sad© of the community as a whole.
8) the analysed use and function of the structures and
their relation with others on a campus.
Figure $B shows s cbamati cally the genial relation and inter-relation
of the different faculties and departments of a complete university*
Shis scheme can he made effective or ineffective, beautiful
or monotonous,

A university offers may different schools; and

their character gives a possibility for variety which, if considered
carefully, can achieve a pattern of climaxes, related into a meaning¬
ful harmony.

A garden and park belt, a pool, open and enclosed

spaces, balanced and dotted with tho different houses of the univer¬
sity, offer all many climactic points*

A stranger entering the

campus of a university constructed according to these principles
should have little difficulty in orienting himself.

A very inter-

eating article, "What* s the Matter with Our Site Plans?"

refers

to this question and discusses tho "unity of a project and its
dramatic interest”,

In relation to tho university community the sans

princip3.es have to be considered* in this case a specific application
has to bo used for the specific need.

It aeons that one has to avoid

endless, pointless rows of houses without characteristic fora and
character.

Individuality, interest, and the use of focuses, wherever

they may lead: to th© library, to the student-union, to the beauti¬
ful landscape, or to the vista of the environment; a change of
stories in a sterile row of, say, two-story edifices, have to b©
Created.

Albert Mayer says of this:
H

2he community as a whole requires some focus
impressive in itself* * *," *6
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si&eration, for example, tho direction of prevailing winds, views
of landmarks mid scenery, etc.

APPROACH A>® ®MC COlTSIDEttftSlOIS; tpBHXCOMR AW PEDESTRIAN
CIRCULATION, PARKING.

She approach to the academic community will mainly he by
mean3 of automobiles and busses or by express railway; ultimately,
perliaps, air transportation will suTralant these.
One 1ms now to consider the circulation of cars and of
pedestrians.

CIRCULATION
and
APPROACH

which have to be separated from one another. An approximate ring
circulation for vehicles around the pedestrian areas has proved to
be economical and practical. Site pedestrian circulation and its
study is comparatively simple, as it only demands the observation
of how many people will proceed from one building to another, and
in what combinations, Tho student’s schedule and Figure 6Z might
be the base of straight and convenient communication. Diagonal
connections are recommended.

(Pi-;. 62)

Functional Conron; cat!ca "between Several Buildings.

I at-: IT;-- colons or‘ pedestrian v~-.i's with reals fire vr.deu:: r-lie and
should he avoided.

Underpasses are the "best solution to prevent accidents..

,(3fij. O’)

Circulation diarrau of wheeled and mdes trier;

iovenents.

552*511252!
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elv' cula

Pedestrian

/ V -TT

...street
... .deliver;*
lane

...waps
.. . cubwop or
"bridge

Another important factor Is- converge. t servicing and deliver; t n
the different tvfldi-g jroujs.

Ps_ c~! 1,

'.?re. 'v the cent, r

pedestriar. circulation it is imperative f :.t such level cr sc
of vehicular and pedestrian traffic should he'reduced to he
lowest possible r;iu' now,

Special atte. f

. mast he giver to p, :e

construction of the feeding,aiid connecting roads seed 1 ijhvr.yf
hare to he planned in such, a way that a do: tio.-ci tr.nf.'-'. c :f
carried on tvera without causing ou.p ponies tic u.

ot he

A ger cr- lip

O-shr.ped circulation pattern, consisting of either cue- or to
vrap systems prcuid the corpus as a whole, as well as evclcrh

t e

different sections of the university (i.c., reside ces, sever
ac&deuic groups, and athletic fields), for example, world e.fi .vi t.
esse..tlril oac-y flow to and from each

d ese eleven to.

e-r- ,, <r\
\* "bi

"h-

J

e-!relation of
wheeled traffi

Parking he coses wore and nore a difficult prohler.:,
rersity cam us
of fo nrcrch ar.d vehicular circulation.
■•vJ-h:-,

spaces
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is a. major factor

If extensive surfaceetov.;-i/r . w-

have to be considered-

UJHB QMIGK Of CLIMAXES

After planning schematically the flow of traffic mid
parking, the architect should study his design to create climaxes
and dramatic offsets in the architecture,

four means are at his

disposals
First, by mere sise and bulk.

Several buildings

of a university might have similar treatment.
By change of sise and fora, or by variation
of the exterior treatment, the architect can
induce a feeling of climax wherever one is
needed? it is up to the designer to know in
advance what effects each possible accent will
have so that he can choose the most appropriate
and harmonious arrangement.
Second, by height. A vertical emphasis may be
successfully employed in smaller groups or
elements. Sowers or similar structures are
effective and commonly used.
Shird, and important, by position.

Here wo con¬

sider three subdivisions*
a) creating a long vista or axis
b) placing of the structure which ought to
produce an accent at the front of the

<7

general plan and of the other por¬
tions of the composition
c)

F.ocessing the climax element "behind
the general place of campus, a position
which is "bp fax the strongest and most
effective in creating climaxes, as it was
used in the "beautiful University'of
Virginia at Charlottesville

(Fig. 66)

Cli naxes "by position:

of designing a campus to emphasize this or
that impression and to allow easy recognition
of the direction to a structure or "building
group.

The library, the heart and center of

any scientific institution, primarily will
deserve special consideration.
Fourth, by use of landscape to produce highpoints
within the design.

Framing by trees, gateways,

boulevards, and parks plays a:i important part

in the successful planning of the
university lay-out*
As one approaches the academic community* all these accentual
factors should combine to produce dignity* satisfying power* end
repose through balance.
A C0M210LHH0 FACSOB — SSHSIDY OF GROT]}® COV3SRA&33
Shis is another pertinent factor* which is determined;
1) by the site of the institution
2) by the time it tsites to walls from one class to
another. She walking time between all closely
related edifices must not exceed and generally
should be less than ten minutes. Additional
factors are;
3) visual or physical features such as indented
arrangement of focal points of interest* and
4) the distance between buildings* limited by the
1 ncident-angle of natural light, which controls

also the depth of the various housing types.
Dormitories should have 12-15 feet to provide
most natural illumination; classroom depth
varies from 20 to 25 feet.

Continuing improve¬

ment of artificial li$it lias made it possible
to reduce these recommended distances.

Closer

construction may perhaps be an economic solu¬
tion especially on expensive grounds, but it will

£9

never "bee satisfactory
sati
from the site
planning - oint cf view.

(Figure 67)

1-yht anyle control s

cl.i.etanco between buii.dinrs

In some special, cases, swell as limited site extension,
compact "buildings have "been arranged at the circumference to
produce an almost completely enclosed com.unity.

This inword¬

turning, cloistered environment in smaller scale has often "been

*7
used to stimulate intensive personal research.
Contrary to this philoso^ y is the completely ope: . site,
extraverted, aiming at the closest
outside community and world,

ontact and relationship to the

Which one of these principles should

"be used for designing the general s-i t.e plan of a university carpus

today?

3ho architect will recommend the open site, having in mind,

however, a secluding natural "belt of trees and hushes to separate
the university from city traffic or industrial noise and dust*

She

final decision trill he dictated hy tho educational theory of the
institution for which tho university is to he erected*

FIjSXIBILIfT A!© HAHHIJ© FOR 5SEB FUTURE

As population and school-attendance increase and science progresses,
more and more architects have to consider Flexibility in all parte
of their constructional ironic.
completed at once.

Ho university or industry can he

She age of technology nqvas on; and with the

progress of time the need for plans of general development and
their organization cannot he overlooked.

Hethods of instruction

vary; physical settings must vary with then.

For hr. Itigelhardt,

"She perfect school hullding will probably
never exist since it implies a static edu¬
cation” . *8
Shat is to say, now the planning lias to be done of buildings which
will! he used twenty or forty years hence.

Registration in univer¬

sities t?ill grow in almost every country in the world.

So meet

this situation a campus, a university, must he In position to expand
otherwise the institution becomes inadequate.

If a school does not

want to expand, of course, flexibility is of minor consequence.

FTOTIOmilSM tm ITS /iPPEECIAEIOl?

throughout this study the word functionalism ha3 been continually

mentioned.

What does it mean in university planning?

Hie

architect means to create the test, most economic and sufficient
relationships between classrooms, laboratories, studies and the
library; he does it with functional planning*

But his functional

planning must also provide solutions of the two traffic problems.
In university planning functionalism implies, first, design for ef¬
ficient service and maintenance; second, bat equally important, it
implies the study of the arrangement of classrooms;
used all the time or only half of the time?
nigjht?

will they be

will they be used at

are they correlated with, the curriculum and the sequence of

classes held in them?
The correct application of such studios is functionalism;
the result trill be a practical and smooth flow to and within the
academic community.
She architect must male© a final chad: mid test of the plan
to eliminate the inevitable mistakes before the actual building of
the new university edifices.

He would do this;

by following in Ms

mind an entire school day, or even a month, with all its changes, of
one student and of several students; by following the route of great
numbers of visitors to any part of the campus, on weekdays and on
special occasions as commencement or presentations in tho university
auditorium or stadium; in short, by imagining every permutation and
combination that may occur within the university.

If this test shows

that the physical design will satisfy all demands, functional,ism lias
served its utmost purpose.
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result of the discussed factors will tie a somewhat

rigid plan which in character can again he called!
1

formal

2

informal

3

free

4

urban

$h© added essraples with a critical description will ex¬
plain the character and the different factors wM eh should dominate
in a positive way the appearance and the function of a university
campus.
In a
hoard.

The

formal

layout the ares are laid out on the

strictly symmetrical appearance is significant.

It

generally presupposes that iho pounds will ha wide and level,

But

this system 2ms not seldom been used in other topographic situations,
as rolling terrain like that of the Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore, Maryland (See plate XX, fig. 70) t which was designed by
Par ter, fhossas, and Bice,

fhere the typical symmetrical relation

of the buildings on one axis, despite the irregular terrain, is of
particular interest,

fills beautiful design leads the visitor to a

very pleasing M^ipoiat created by means of the two- related
rangles.

Quad¬

On the other hand, though, there are poor provisions for

modern vehicular traffic and the campus is in need of efficient
circulation.

At the present a winding road, and the lads of spacious

73

packing areas and delivery roads, result in poor service to the
different Buildings of the ■university*
Sweet Briar College in Virginia (See plate XX, Fig. 71)*
designed "by Cron, Goodhue, and Ferguson, also Belongs to tMo
classification.

It presents a formal, syisaetricaL scheme carved

out upon a hill By means of greens and terraces at different levels.
A Brilliant example drawn By Cope & Stewsrdson and
Jamieson & Speare is the Washington University at St* Louis, Mo.
(See plate XXI, Fig. 72-73)

Six groups have Been successfully

arranged and show a fine formal character.

A ,chief academic groups,

B ... Public quadrangle, C ... Student residential quadrangle©,
B ... Atliletic group, E ... Student Union houses, and 1’ ... Stadium.
She problems of vehicular and pedestrian circulation are well solved.
An easy approach, uniting with an O-shaped traffic vein with service
lanes using underpasses, connects the university with the town.
The proposed plan of the University of he dies tor, hew York,
is another very good example of separation of pedestrian and wheeled
traffic, of over- and underpasses, and of the care for flexibility
of a definite formal composition.

(See Pinto XXII, Fig.74-)

Others ere the University of Oregon, University of Illinois
(Both with prevailing rectangular division throughout the site), the
University of Minnesota (See Plate XXII, Fig.

75),

Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and the Harvard Business School.

The

i n f ,0 r m a 1

or semi-formal scheme offers more

variety and is generally more flexible.

In general these designs

have one axis, around which some of the campus Buildings are arranged.
The rest of the structures are freely arranged upon the site.

In The

Klee Institute (Houston, Texas - Sco jjlsto XXIII), in Bennington
College (Vermont), and in Colby College (Waierville, Maine —* See
Plate XXIV, Pig. 78),

the academic group is? lined upon one axis

with residences for faculty and students, gymnasium, and athletic
fields informally arranged around the periphery of the property.
Parking and delivery services, together with a well designed eirculation, complete this good xmiversity lay-out. Norther examples are
the campuses of Princeton (New Jersey), Wellesley (Wellesley, Mass¬
achusetts), Cornell (Ithaca, Now York), Lafayette

(Penna.)„\ and

Wells College (Aurora, New York)*
Che free type has no straight axis nor any symmetri¬
es! dependence on rigid, perpendicular system, She building groups
are fitted mainly to topographic situations,

Tha extended campus

of the Denison University in Granville, Ohio (See Plate XXXV, Fig.
79), designed by A, W. Brunner represents such a case.

In this very

unusual university lay-out, edifices are dotted on: a long ridge and
at the foot of a hill,

An example of hot? free university planning must not be
is seen at Smith College, Northampton, Mass, (See Plate XXV, Pig. 80).
Irregular groupings of single, small houses ©re all spread over an
area which is not wide enough.

There one finds little relationship

of the edifices? no traffic circulation is provided; and the
space between houses is often too close to give sufficient incidence
of natural light to classrooms and laboratories. Boundaries of streets
make expansion very difficult, and it seems to be that Smith College
is only strung out, each edifice built next to the last one xmerever
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there was space left oyer. Only between Kensington Avenue and
Paradise load were dormitories set in an orderly way, which was
difficult enough because of tlia city streets.
Urban planning is one of the most difficult considerations
in university campus design, so the site generally limits any flex¬
ibility of future expansion, as well as the relationship between the
academic groups and structures. She Scripps College in Claremont *
California, is a very good example of a university in the midst of
a city area. Shis arrangement has to be appreciated oven more, be¬
cause a rather unfortunate rectangular town square makes good plan¬
ning difficult* Buildings have to be placed with ingenuity and froecom in order to avoid monotony and mediocrity. All these problems
were magnificently solved by Gordon B, Ksufmjm in designing the
Seripps College.

(See plate X£V, Fig. 81) Privacy, enclosure, and

seclusion from jarring traffic ware achieved by a successful layout of
different masses and by varying of elements,

later-collegiate courts

and quads give the observer the impression of a city within a city,
l'o forced symmetry and obvious axes forced the structures into a
chessboard architecture.

Variation of openness and enclosure give

beautiful vistas and effects.
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coiTGLxrsioir
In the Diddle of the Twentieth Century, in n civilised world,
it ia possible to design a multi-building campus, which will satisfy
all the needs of a university. This becomes necessary because during
the nineteenth Century the universities more and store were split up,
and in many cities in Europe lost their physical and spiritual integ¬
rity.

Unification of all these dispersed Institutions is such to "be

desired. Today we can construct a modern campus which will provide
a setting conductive to that enduring search for interrelated truths
which is the essence of The University, The architect can design this
ideal academic setting by:
1) Choosing a site far enough from urban distractions to
allow reasonable seclusion; near enough to the city
to allows integration between school and ci ty; and large
enough to adlow flexibility and future expansion;
2)

Integrating and locating the buildings with one another
in groups and these groups again on the site in such a
way that easy, functional connection and co-operation
among the several departments are possible;

3) Providing intereomsnmication and intercirculation by
wheel and foot - both have to be separated - to ensure a
satisfactory flow within the campus and between the
university and the town-community;
4) creating residences, in a park-belt around the academic
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site, for processors and students in order to encourage
the freest relation, between the faculty and student body;
and, to give both student and teacher quick and easy access
to classrooms, laboratories, and library;

5) Producing good architecture by means of balancing voids,
vistas and the direction of circulation, which are the
real structures of a planning problem.
When all those factors and relationships have co-ordinated
so that, a real cohesion appears, at tie time of construction, and algo
after many years of use, then we shall have turned from the unfortunate
dispersion of the nineteenth Century; we will be moving toward a practical
solution of the academic setting, which < was simple in the one-roomuniversity of the early Middle Ages. She present task of our architects
is to create a situation which comes as close cs possible to the aim
of a cohesion of the very differentiated fields of tire sent Art, letters,
and Science.
A university campus, small or huge, can be a work of art only
when cohesion of the necessary diverse elements is implicit in the
design*
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